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Force: Northumbria Police
Contact: PC Mark Reynolds 07881 500271
During Spring 2002 a problem was identified within the Thorney Close Area of Sunderland,
concerning youths throwing missiles at Public Service Buses. The actions of those individuals
concerned was causing a significant risk to road users and passengers alike, and so I sought to
achieve a resolution.

I devised a strategy which set out to achieve numerous short term gains and a long term
solution to the problem. In addition to working with current partners, I also actively sought to
develop new partners relevant to the problem. The Problem Analysis Triangle was used to
identify the victim as being the Bus Companies, the offender group to be youths aged between
ten and sixteen yews of age, and the location as being a small area of Thorney Close.
Closer analysis of the problem using the Crime Pattern Analysis System revealed days and
times that the problem was most prevalent, and we also identified a target area where all of
these incidents had taken place.
Having identified the age of the offenders, I educated Pupils in the Estate's Primary and
Secondary Schools about the consequences of the problem .
In conjunction with Stagecoach Busways who operate most of the routes in the target area,
we began a large scale enforcement Operation. During May 2002 a decoy bus was driven
around the target area staffed by Officers in plain clothes, who were able to respond
immediately to any incidents. The Operation yielded a total of five arrests, one person was
reported for summons and nine disorder letters were sent out.

Utilising the Sunderland Housing Group, we took further action against their tenants who had
come to our attention during the initiative. As a consequence of this five Appropriate
Behaviour Agreements were later served, which will further restrict their behaviour in the
future.

I set out to achieve a long term resolution to the probIem by involving local Schools in an
adopt a bus scheme. My aim was to instil a sense of pride and ownership amongst local School
children, and thus make it less likely that they would try to damage such vehicles in the future.
Since the initiative the number of incidents whereby buses have been damaged have stopped
completely. Public confidence has also been restored in the transport network, which--was
largely helped by the Operation's media strategy.
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The Thorney Close Estate is a sprawling residential Housing Estate on the Western side of the
City of Sunderland. It is home to approximately four thousand people with a diverse range of
ages and backgrounds, including a number of Asylum Seekers. Thorney Close has two
Primary Schools and one Secondary School, servicing the children on the Estate. The area
suffers from a vast amount of social and economic problems including high levels of
unemployment, and is third on the City's list of most deprived Areas. The Community has
many deeply ingrained problems such as apathy and a lack of pride in the area in which they
live. The Government has recognised some of the issues that the area has, as a result of which
millions of Pounds have been ploughed into Thorney Close and the surrounding area via the
Single Regeneration Budget. This money has gone some distance towards achieving its target,
but many of the original problems remain

The nawre of the problem a&essed
During the first four Months of 2002 I identified a problem within the Sunderland West Area
Command, namely that of youths damaging buses predominantly on the Thorney Close Estate.
During this period there were sixteen separate incidents of this nature on the said Estate,
whereby youths had thrown objects at Public Service Buses and caused damage. The effects of
this problem were far reaching in that many Bus Drivers felt that their workplace was no
longer a safe environment to be in, and news of these incidents were effecting consumer
con!idence amongst passengers, Further to this the damage caused to buses ran into thousands
of pounds, and it became apparent that it would only be a matter of time before even more
serious damage or injury was caused. What we set out to achieve was t o improve Community
safety by reducing incidents of this nature, and make the buses a safer place to travel.

f i e evidence used to define the problem
As part of my duties as the Community Beat Manager for the Thorney Close Estate, I check
all incidents that get reported to Police on a daily basis. Whilst undertaking this task I
observed a trend begin to emerge concerning youths throwing missiles at Public Service

Buses.
Being concerned for the safety of Passengers and Residents I resolved to do something about
it. The issue was subsequently raised at both Community and Practitioner Forums and I also
received information from locaI bus companies.
The problem was also raised at a S.17 Meeting (Crime and Disorder Act 1998), between the
P o k e and the Sunderland Housing Group as the main problem on the Estate at that time. It
was thus agreed that any tenants coming to Police attention for damaging buses, would be
subject to an (A)ppropriate @)ehaviour (C)ontract.
Closer analysis of the problem using the CPAS (Crime Pattern Analysis System) revealed that
these incidents were prevalent from a Thursday to Monday, and no incidents at JI were

reported on a Tuesday or Wednesday. We also found out using CPAS that with the exception
of one incident, all of these offences were committed between 1600hrs and 2200hrs. MI 16
incidents were confined to a very small area namely that of Telford Road and Thorndale Road.
Information received from all of these means identified that the target group of offenders were
aged between ten and sixteen years of age.

fie response fo the problem
It was clear that these incidents merited a problem soIving approach, which was subsequently
addressed by myself and my immediate supervisor at the time namely A.SGT Gay Queny.
Together we adopted a five phase problem solving approach which in brief consisted of the
following,

Phase 1 - Educate local youths between the ages of ten and sixteen about the problem
Phase 2 - Develop a relationship with Stagecoach Busways, and implement a large scale
enforcement Operation.
Phase 3 - Take joint action with the Sunderland Housing Group against offenders
P h s e 4 - Develop and implement an adopt a bus scheme
Phase 5 - Organise a media strate0 designed to receive maximum coverage
Phase 1

Identifllng that the problem could be solved by way of speaking with the youngsters I decided
to produce a lesson plan, and deliver a talk to the two Primary and one Secondary SchooI on
the Thomey Close Estate. I subsequently spoke at length with the children about the problem,
and more importantly the consequences of engaging in such behaviour. The Education side
underpinned the whole Operation, and this talk has since been expanded to encompass all
School's in the Sunderland West area Command.
Phase 2
Following talks with local Bus Company's, we developed a partner in Stagecoach Busways,
Stagecoach operate the majority of routes in the target area, and it had been their buses that
had been subject to the majority of attacks. Stagecoach quickly proved to be a most valuabIe
partner, as they provided us with a Bus and a driver for the duration of the Operation. The
idea behind the initiative was that the bus would be staffed by plain clothed Oficers, and
would drive around local hot-spots with a view to detecting offences. This stage of the
Operation was highly successful with a total of five arrests, in addition to one persoribeing
reported for summons and 9 disorder letters been sent out. Of those people that were charged,
all were subsequently convicted at Court.

Phase 3
All persons arrested during phase two were then subject to further action by the Sunderland
Housing Group. All five youths that were arrested were tenants of the above organisation,
and so they and their Parents were asked to come down to the local Housing Office where
(Ajppropriate (B)ehaviour (C)ontracts were served. The idea behind these contracts is that it
is an agreement between the Housing Dept., the Police and the Occupier which is a way of
regulating the behaviour of problem tenants. If any tenant breaches a condition included in this
contract then they are liable to face eviction proceedings.

Phase 4
Using a multi-agency approach a scheme was Iaunched whereby local School's adopt a Service
Bus, with a view to creating a sense of ownership and reducing incidents of damage. Wasting
Hill Primary School were the first to adopt a, bus, which again was covered by local TV, Radio
and the Newspapers. As with the education aspect this scheme is hoped t o be expanded
throughout the Area Command

Phase 5
We took a positive stance with the Media and publicity of the Operation was widespread,
including coverage on the Television, Local Radio and Newspapers. For the launch of this
phase of the Operation I took a party of SchooI Children down to the Stagecoach bus depot.,
where we were greeted by the media. The idea behind using the press meant that a message
was sent out to the whole region, that such criminal behaviour would not be tolerated.

The impad of fhe response and how this was measured
As can be seen from the attached graphs the problem solving approach t o this particular
problem was a great success. From sixteen incidents of damage being caused to buses on
Thomey Close during the first five Months of the year, following the success of Operation
Pullman there were no further incidents at all during the remainder of 2002.
We have looked at the effectiveness of the project from various angles. In the first instance the
statistics collated using the CPAS system, reveal that the problem would appear to have been
completely solved.

I have actively sought feedback from Residents, Schools, Shopkeepers and also Stagecoach
Busways, a11 o f whom were extremely complimentary about the effectiveness of the initiative.
Speaking with Residents on patrol and at Residents MeetingslCommunity Fomms, no fbrthex*
problems have been cited in relation to the public transport system in the area.

With regards to the Schools, Hasting Hill Primary School Children have developed a real
sense o f pride in the bus that they have adopted and constantly look out for it on the Estate. In
respect of other School Children in the area, their enthusiasm for damaging buses has no doubt
been dampened by both my talk and the high profile media campaign.

Working in conjunction with the Sunderland Housing Group also proved to be very fruitful as
it made a lot o f tenants think that if they get caught damaging a bus, then they may face
eviction fiom their home.
Ad2 in all Operadiopa Pullman ira my opinion epidomises everything t a t is positive about
prohdem solving Policing, and has provided a 20% term msiaina6le sulufion ro Ihis
particular problem. Furthermore asfm as I am coracerned it has acfed as a bench mark
against ofher znitiatit~esthat I have been imokved in.

Appendices

A) Repeat event map (Identifying the iacations of the incidents)
B) High risk hot spat map
C)Graphical i'llustration o f damage to PSVs in Thorney Close
D) A Newspaper article from the Sunderland Echo regarding the 'adopt a bus scheme"
E) Photographs of Hasting Hi11 Primary School adopting their bus
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take part was' Hasting Hill Primary
School in Thomey Close.

Pupils were picked up from school
and taken to the Stagecoach Busways
depot in North Bridge Street where
their bus was unveiled.
Philip Curtis, headteacher at the
school, said: "This is an excellent
scheme, linked to our Citizenship
curriculum. It can only bring benefit
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